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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a group. If X, y E G, let [x, y] = ~y&y-~ denote the commutator 
of x and y. Then G’ = ([x, y] 1 X, y E G) is th e commutator subgroup of G. Set A(G) 
equal to the smallest positive integer n such that every element of G’ is a product 
of n commutators. A consequence of Schur’s work on projective representations 
[8] is that G’ is finite if ZG has finite index in G. Since [G : Zq = n implies 
that G has no more than n2 commutators, the finiteness of G’ is equivalent to 
X(G) being finite. Rosenlicht [7] has g iven an elementary proof of Schur’s 
Theorem by showing that X(G) < ns. 
In this paper, results in character theory are used to show that h(G) < d(n)/2, 
where d(n) is the number of divisors of n. In particular, this provides another 
proof of Schur’s Theorem. 
Then the above result for p-groups is used to improve this result to h(G) < 
3p(n)/2, where p(n) is the number of prime divisors of n counting multiplicity. 
In Section 3, similar results are obtained for groups with abelian subnormal 
subgroups of finite index. This leads to the analogous result for the other terms 
of the central series. Let Z,(G) and L,G denote the rth term of the upper and 
lower central series, respectively. It is shown that if [G : Z,G] is finite, then so 
is L,G. 
In Section 4, finiteness conditions for X(G) are obtained if G is finitely gener- 
ated. For example, if G is nilpotent and generated by n elements, then h(G) < n. 
Finally in Section 5, an example is given which shows that the earlier results 
are the right order of magnitude. 
2. CHARACTERS AND COMMUTATORS 
Let G be a finite group with irreducible complex characters x1 ,..., xh . Set 
fi = xi(l), the degree of xi . Answering a question of Burnside, Gallagher [1] 
proved the following: 
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LEMMA 2.1. If x E G, then x is not a product of k commutators ifand ora& ;f 
ilf a-“&(x) = 0 for 0 < j < k. 
Let 1 = h, > h, > ..* X, be the distinct values off r2. Thus m = m(G) = 
]{xi(l) / 1 < i < h}]. Set vi = CfT+ fixj . Thus x is not a product of m - 1 
commutators if and only if 
z$ Ai’t2.i = 0 for O<j<m-1, 
where ai = pi(x). Since det(X() = nzck: (h, - X,) # 0, the above system of m 
equations in m unknowns has only the trivial solution. However if x E G’, 
cpI(x) = [G : G’] # 0. This yields the following: 
THEOREM 2.2. If G isjnite, then h(G) < m(G). 
We can now prove Schur’s Theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. If [G : ZG] = n, then A(G) < d(n)/2. Irzparticzdar G’ isfinite. 
Proof. Let 2 = Z(G). Choose H < G with G = HZ and H finitely 
generated. Then G’ = H’ and G/ZG c H/ZH. Hence we can assume G is 
finitely generated. Since 2 has finite index, 2 is also finitely generated. Hence 
G/Zk is finite, and so by Theorem 2.2, h(G/Zk) < m(G/Z”). However if x is an 
irreducible character of G/Z” of degree f, then f 1 n and f 2 < n (see e.g. [5]). 
Hence h(G/Zk) < d(n)/2. Thus if x E G’, x = ygk , where yk is a product of less 
than d(n)/2 commutators and zk E 2 k. Since there are only finitely many com- 
mutators in G, infinitely many of the xk must be 1, yielding the result. 
A section of a group G is H/K where H and K are subgroups of G and K is 
normal in H. The following lemma will be quite useful. 
LEMMA 2.4. If L,G is finite, then G has a finite section H such that L,G s 
L,H. If r = 1, then H can be chosen so that h(G) = h(H). 
Proof. Define [x,, ..., x,J inductively by [xs ,..., x,,J = [x,, [x1 ,..., x,,J] for 
m > 2. Then L,G is generated by {[x0 ,..., x,.] 1xi E G} = C,.G. Hence if L,G 
is finite, we can choose a finitely generated subgroup K of G such that C,.K = 
C,G. Let C be the centralizer of L,G in K. Then K/C is finite, and hence C is 
a finitely generated nilpotent group. Thus C has a characteristic torsion-free 
subgroup T of finite index (see [9, p. 1531). Let H = K/T. H is finite, and 
LJI = TL$/T E L,G/(T n L,G) s L,G. Furthermore C,H and C,G corre- 
spond under this isomorphism. In particular if Y = 1, A(G) = X(H). 
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The result of Theorem 2.3 for nilpotent groups is especially nice. 
THEOREM 2.5. If G is nilpotent and [G : ZG] = p;l -..p”,l, then X(G) < 
* max{a, ,..., a,}. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4 we can assume G is finite. Hence G = PI x *.. x P, , 
where Pi is a pi-group. By Theorem 2.3, X(P,) < (CQ + 1)/2. Clearly h(G) = 
max{h(P,) ,..., h(P,)) < & max{a, ,..., a,>. 
The result for nilpotent groups can be used to improve Theorem 2.3. Suppose 
G is a finite group and T is a Sylowp-subgroup of G’. Choose a Sylowp-subgroup 
S of G such that S n G’ = T. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let [G : Zc] = p”q where (p, q) = 1. If x E T, then x is a 
product of no more than 42 + /3 commutators, where T/S capi be generated by/J 
elements. Furthermore /3 < 01. 
Proof. By the Focal Subgroup Theorem (see e.g. [4, p. 250]), T = ([g, s] 1 
g E G, s E S, [g, s] E S). Hence by the Burnside Basis Theorem (see e.g. [9, 
p. 161]), we can choose g, E G, si E S, 1 < i < /3 such that T = ([gl , sJ ,..., 
[gs , s& S’). Thus if x E T, 
x = fi [gi , siled(mod S’) E fi [g, , sf’](mod S’). 
Since by Theorem 2.5, h(S) < a/2, this implies that x is a product of no more 
than a/2 + /3 commutators. 
To see that /3 < a, note that S n G’ n ZG = 5” n ZG (see [3, p. 91). Hence 
[T:S’] = [SnG’:S’] <[SnG’nZG:S’nZG]pd =pD. 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose [G : ZG] = n, then h(G) < 3p(n)/2. 
Proof. Let n = ~$1 ... pp. By Lemma 2.4, we can assume G is finite. If 
XEG’, thenx =xl”.xl., where xi has order a power of pi. By Lemma 2.6, 
xI is a product of no more than 301J2 commutators. Hence x is a product of no 
more than 3(x 01J2 = 3p(n)/2 commutators. 
3. ABELIAN SUBGROUPS OF FINITE INDEX 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2 is that if G is a finite group and A 
is a subnormal abelian subgroup of G with [G : A] = n, then h(G) < d(n). In 
this section, it is shown that the finiteness condition is not necessary and the 
bound can be improved. First we need the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Suppose K < G with [G, K] < ZK and G = (x, ,01 E I, 
C,(K)). Then 




Proof. Clearly A C [G, K]. Note that since K commutes with [G, K], any 
two elements of A commute and [xII ,K’][x~ , k]-l = [x~ , k’k-l]. Hence A is a 
subgroup. Also s[xa , k] xrl = [x, , [xol ,k]][xa , k] E A. Hence X, E N,(A) and 
so A is normal in G. In G/A, clearly [G, K]/A is trivial. Thus [G, K] = A. 
In particular the above result applies if K is an abelian normal subgroup. This 
allows us to prove the analogue of Theorem 2.7 for abelian subgroups of finite 
index. 
THEOREM 3.2. If A is an abelian subtwrmal subgroup of G with [G : A] = n, 
then X(G) < 5&)/2. 
Proof. First assume A 4 G. Then G = (xi ,..., X, , A), where r < p(n). 
By the previous lemma, every element of [G, A] is a product of r commutators. 
By Theorem 2.7, A(G/[G, A]) < 3p(n)/2. Hence h(G) < h(G/[G, A]) + Y < 
5~w. 
More generally, suppose there is a series 
A = A, Q A, 4 A, **a Q A, = Gwithk > 1. 
Let m = [A,-, : A]. By induction A(A,-,) < 5p(m)/2 and h(G/A;-,) < 
5p(n/m)/2. Hence h(G) < A(G/AE-,) + h(&-J < 5&)/2. 
. If G is solvable, this result can be improved. 
THEOREM 3.3. If G is solvable and A is an abelian subnormal subgroup with 
[G : A] = n, then h(G) < ,I+). 
Proof. Let M be a maximal normal subgroup of G containing A. Then 
[G:M]=p and [M:A] =n/p. By induction h(M) < p(n/p) = p(n) - 1. 
Consider G/M’. Since G/Mis cyclic, we have G’ = [G, M]. By Lemma 3.1 every 
element of [G, M] is a commutator modulo M’. Hence /\(G/M’) < 1, and so 
W-3 < W/M’) + Wf) < p(n). 
To remove the restriction that G be solvable, it suffices (by considering a 
minimal counterexample) to assume A Q G, G/A is simple, and G = G’. For all 
the finite simple groups S checked so far, h(S) = 1 and S can be generated by 2 
elements. So if G/A E S, then X(G) < A(G/[G, A]) + 2. By the argument used 
in Lemma 2.6, every element of A/[G, A] is a product of no more than p(n)/2 
commutators. Hence h(G) < p(n)/2 + 3 an so h(G) < p(n) (further argument d 
is needed if S = AS). Thus it appears likely that Theorem 3.3 is true for all G. 
Another application of Lemma 3.1 is the result corresponding to Schur’s 
Theorem for the other terms of the central series. First we need a lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.4. [L,G,Z,+,G] = 1. 
Proof. If r = 0, the result is trivial. Since Z,(G/ZG) = Z,+,G/ZG, by 
induction on r we have [LTelG, Z,+,G] Z ZG. By the Three Subgroup Lemma 
(see .g. [4, p. 191) and induction, 
[W.5 -G+,q = W>L,Gl, &+@I 
C [[G, .&+,c=l~-L,G1KL-,G G+h’l~ ‘3 
C [Z,G, L,-,G][ZG, G’j = 1. 
THEOREM 3.5. If [G : Z,G] is$nite, then so isL,G. 
Proof. If r = 1, the result is Schur’s Theorem. Suppose r > 1. By induction 
L,-,G/(ZG n L,-,G) is finite. Inparticular this implies that (LrwlG)’ is finite. 
Hence we can assume L,-,G is abelian. 
Let C = C,(L,-,G). By Lemma 3.4 [G : C] is finite. Hence we can choose 
xi ,..., xkE G such that G = (xi ,..., xk, C). By Lemma 3.1 
L,G = [G, L&j = 
I 
fi [xi , yil I it E&G . 
i=l I 
Since there are only finitely many choices for yi modulo ZG, we have that L,G 
is finite. 
4. FINITELY GENERATED GROUPS 
If it is only assumed that G/ZG ( or e q uivalently G itself) isgenerated by a 
given number of elements, not nearly as much can be said about h(G). In fact, 
if n > 2 andF is the free group on n generators, then A(F) is infinite (cf. [I 11). By 
an example in the next section, we shall see that X(F/L,F) = [n/2], where [ ] 
is the greatest integer function. Some results can be obtained for nilpotent groups. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose H = ( y1 ,..., ym) C G. Let K be the normal closure 
of H in G and G = (x1 ,..., x , C,(K)). Set Kl = [G, K] and K,,, = [K, Ki]. 
If K, = 1 for some (i.e. K is nilpotent), hen 
[G, K] = 
I 
fi [xi , h,] fi [yj , IQ] 1 hi , k, E K = A. 
i=l i=l I 
Proof. The proof is by induction on r. If r = 2, this follows from Lemma 
3.1. Suppose r > 2. 
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First suppose Kr-, C ZG. By induction [G, K] = AK,-, . By Lemma 3.1, 
K7-l = 
I 
fi I-I [gyd+, &,,I J&7 EL-2 
i=l veG I 
= 
I I 
since K7--1 C ZG. 
Now if hi E K,-, and kj E K, then 
since [ yi , hi] E ZK. Hence [G, K] = AK,-, = A. 
Consider the general case. By the above argument [G, K] = A[G, K+-J By 
Lemma 3.1, 
[G, KY-J = 
I 
fi [xi > &I I ki E K-1 . 
i=l I 
As above A[G, K,-,] = A = [G, K] yielding the result. 
THEOREM 4.2. If G is nilpotent and G/ZG can be generated by n elements, 
then h(G) < n. 
Proof. Take G = K in the lemma. 
THEOREM 4.3. If G is $nitely generated and is nilpotent by nilpotent, then 
X(G) is$nite. 
Proof. Suppose L,G is nilpotent. Now L,G is the normal closure of a finitely 
generated subgroup. Apply Lemma 4.1 with K = L,G. 
The finiteness of h(G) if G is a finitely generated solvable group is a more 
difficult question. Certainly by induction h(G) is finite if G also satisfies the 
maximal condition on subgroups. An affirmative answer is also possible if the 
length of the derived series is short. 
COROLLARY 4.4. If G is a$nite group with G” = 1, then h(G) is$nite. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 every element of [G, G”] is a product of a bounded 
number of commutators. Hence we can assume G” C ZG and thus G’ is nil- 
potent. The result now follows from Theorem 4.3. 
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5. AN EXAMPLE 
In this section we give an example to show that many of the theorems have 
bounds the right order of magnitude. This group is nilpotent of class 2. The 
following lemma will tell us when an element in such a group is a product of a 
given number of commutators. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose G = (x1,..., x,) and G’CZG. For 1 <i<j<n, 
let cij = [xi , xj]. Then c is a product of n commutators inG if and only if c can be 
represented as niCi 45, where the m x m skew symmetric matrix A(c) = (aij), 
aij = hij ,i < j, has rank < 2n. 
Proof. Let w be a typical commutator in G. Then 
Hence A(w) = ABt - BAt, where 
and (*I 
Thus rank A(w) < 2. So if cis a product of n commutators, c = ni.,i c&, where 
rank A(c) < 2n. 
Conversely, if rank A(c) < 2n, then A(c) = CF=, AiBit - BiAt, where Ai 
and Bi are of the form in (*) (see [6, p. 57]), and hence c is a product of n com- 
mutators. 
One application of this lemma is an improvement of Theorem 4.2 in the case 
where G is nilpotent ofclass 2. 
THEOREM 5.2. If G’ C ZG and G/ZG can be generated by n elements, then 
W) < k/21. 
Let G be the group generated by x1 ,..., xsn with relations 
xip = [Xi , [Xj , Xk]] = 1 for 1 < i, j, k ,( 2n. 
Let qi = [xi , x1] for i < j. It is easily seen that G’ = ZG = (ci3 1i < j) and 
that {cij> is a basis for G’ over the field of p elements. 
Let H = (cu 1 i + j > 2n + 1). Consider K = G/H. Then [K : ZK] = 
[G : Zc] = pan and ZK = K’ = G’/H has order pn”. By either Theorem 2.5 
or 5.2, h(K) < n. Let w = nFSl ~~,s~+r-~ E G. Clearly if w = nici cajj (mod H), 
rank A(w) = 2n. Hence wH is a product of no fewer than n commutators in K. 
Thus A(K) = n. 
This example shows that the bounds in Theorems 2.5 and 5.2 are best 
possible. If we IetL = (G’, x,+r ,..., xzn), then L/H is a normal abelian subgroup 
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of K of index pn. Thus the bound in Theorem 3.3 is also best possible. Also 
this shows that the bounds in Theorems 2.7 and 3.2 are of the right order of 
magnitude. 
Gallagher [2], using Lemma 2.1, proved that if G is a p-group with 1 G’ / < 
pncn-l), then h(G) < n. The example above shows that n(a - 1) can not be 
replaced by n2 + 1. 
One can also find a bound for 1 G’ 1 in terms of [G : Zc]. This has been done 
by Wiegold [IO] using the Schur multiplier and results on isoclinism classes. We 
give an easier proof here. The key to this bound is the following elementary 
result for p-groups. 
LEMMA 5.3 (Wiegold). If G is a p-group and [G : ZG’j = pm, then 1 G’ 1 < 
p&-1)/2* 
Proof. If 01 < 2, the result is trivial. So assume 01 > 2. Choose a E Z,G 
such that a 4 ZG but ap E ZG. Since H = [G, a] C ZG, we have H = 
{[x, a] I x E G} and so 1 H 1 = [G : &(a)] < pa-l. By induction j G’/H I < 
~(~-l)(~-~)/~, and hence I G’ I < I G’/H 11 H I < prr(a-1)/2. 
Note that equality can occur as for example in the group G constructed above. 
THEOREM 5.4 (Wiegold). If [G : Zc] = p;l ..*p”,l, then 1 G’ I = p$ *e-p>, 
where pi < &xi + 1)/2. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4 and Schur’s Theorem, we can assume G is finite. 
Let S be a Sylow p,-subgroup of G. As in the proof of Lemma 2.6, S n G’ n 
ZG = S’ n ZG. Thus by the previous lemma, 1 S n G”’ n ZG I < I s’ I < 
pqdai-l)/s. Hence p, ei=ISnG’I<p(liISnG’nZGI,yieldingtheresult. 
If G is not trivial, equality can not occur since G would have to be nilpotent 
and perfect. However the following shows that this bound is essentially correct. 
Let G be generated by {Q , 1 < i < r, 1 <j < (Y~ , r} with relations 
y2 = x”i = 1, zj [Xii ,%I = 17 i # k 
yxijy = x&l, and [Xij 9[Xik 3Xilll = 1, 
where p, ,...,p, are distinct odd primes. It is straightforward to verify that 
[G : ZGj = 2pgl *.. p? and 1 G’ ( = p$ ... p:, where pi = ai(ai + 1)/2. 
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